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Managing artificial intelligence (AI) marks the dawn of a new age of information technology management.
Managing AI involves communicating, leading, coordinating, and controlling an ever-evolving frontier of
computational advancements that references human intelligence in addressing ever more complex decisionmaking problems. It means making decisions about three related, interdependent facets of AI—autonomy,
learning, and inscrutability—in the ongoing quest to push the frontiers of performance and scope of AI. We
demonstrate how the frontiers of AI have shifted with time, and explain how the seven exemplar studies
included in this special issue are helping us learn about management at the frontiers of AI. We close by speculating about future frontiers in managing AI and what role information systems scholarship has in exploring
and shaping this future.
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Introduction1
Managing artificial intelligence (AI) is unlike information
technology (IT) management in the past. AI is not a technology or set of technologies, but a continually evolving
frontier of emerging computing capabilities (McCorduck
2004; Meyer 2011). The machine learning technologies that
are at the core of contemporary AI have greater autonomy,
deeper learning capacity, and are more inscrutable than any of
the “intelligent” IT artifacts that have come before (Baird and
Maruping 2021). Current AI technologies, which include
robots and autonomous vehicles, facial recognition, natural
language processing, and virtual agents of all sorts, are being
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deployed in an astounding variety of problem domains. By
some estimates, more than half of businesses were implementing some form of this new wave of technologies in 2020
(Balakrishnan et al. 2020), and the applications continue to
grow at an astounding clip.
These developments are important because AI provides
inestimable possibilities for enhancing people’s lives in a
variety of areas, including their homes, healthcare, education,
employment, entertainment, safety, and transportation (Rahwan et al. 2019; Stone et al. 2016). AI provides businesses
with unprecedented opportunities for designing intelligent
products, devising novel service offerings, and inventing new
business models and organizational forms (Agrawal et al.
2019; Davenport et al. 2020; Townsend and Hunt 2019). But
AI is not a technological panacea. Accompanying the horizon
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of possibilities are a host of emerging thorny and complex
challenges around business strategies, human–AI interfaces,
data, privacy, security, ethics, labor, human rights, and
national security (Faraj et al. 2018; Kellogg et al. 2020; Rahwan et al. 2019; Russell, 2019; Stone et al. 2016). Today’s
managers need to deal with both possibilities and challenges
that accompany widespread AI.
The role of managers in the burgeoning societal transformation involving AI cannot be overstated. It is the managers that
make all key decisions about AI. They oversee the development and implementation of AI-based systems, managers use
them in their decision making, leverage them to target customers, and monitor and adjust the decisions, processes, and
routines that appropriate AI. Managers allocate resources,
oversee AI projects, and govern the organizations that are
shaping the future.
For managers, AI introduces a variety of challenges. Many of
the challenges are technical, such as those that include finding
effective solutions for human interaction; overcoming issues
of trust, safety, and security; and being careful to avoid negative consequences (Stone et al. 2016). However, many of the
challenges also have a moral and ethical character, including
those related to the workforce, labor, and consumers in terms
of privacy, fairness, justice, discrimination, bias, deskilling,
surveillance, and a host of other thorny issues (Fjeld et al.
2020; Floridi et al. 2018). Some are calling for increasing
levels of accountability, that is, for organizations to be responsible for consequences of AI in many circumstances (Martin
2019b).
It falls squarely on the shoulders of managers to communicate,
lead, coordinate, and control organizational efforts to navigate
the many challenges and realize their goals, while at the same
time, avoiding the negative consequences. It is critical for
managers to be reflective and carefully shape their organization’s AI-related activity. Thus, it is important for information systems researchers to conduct research into the unique
promise and accompanying challenges of AI, and to help
managers in their decision making with well-developed,
evidence-based practice.
This backdrop served as the motivation to launch this special
issue of MIS Quarterly that focuses on the management of AI
in a variety of forms. This special issue was not intended to
start a new conversation, but rather to redirect the existing
discourse. There is a great deal of research on AI across disciplines, and this research is growing dramatically (Perrault et
al. 2019). However, much of the available research appears
siloed. Technical fields, on one hand, focus on the technology
and black-box the human and organizational side. Organizational, economic, and behavioral research, on the other hand,
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often black-box the technological side of AI. As a key
boundary-spanning, interdisciplinary tradition, the information systems field is well poised to contribute to the discourse,
both on the technical side, by bringing in the behavioral,
organizational, and economic perspective, and the human
side, by bringing in the technological perspective. The interface of the two perfectly fits the sociotechnical roots of the
field (Sarker et al. 2019; Winter et al. 2014).
The value of such sociotechnical thinking about managing AI
is visible in each of the seven papers that are included in this
special issue. Each paper conceptualizes AI and distinguishes
it from traditional information technologies in different ways.
Further, each paper investigates and addresses a different set
of critical challenges with managing AI.
In this introduction, we consolidate the insights we gained
about managing AI from handling this special issue. We
synthesize the insights offered by each of the seven papers
with our own views about AI and managing AI. We begin by
offering a definition of AI as the frontier of computing and
conceptualizing three different, interrelated facets of these
frontiers: autonomy, learning, and inscrutability. We review
literature on each of these facets and discuss how the research
contained in the special issue both marks and departs from the
current frontiers across these facets. We then make some
suggestions for phenomena that may emerge as the future
frontiers alongside these facets. We close by discussing
broader implications about sociotechnical scholarship, disciplinary diversity, and scholarly conduct in the age of AI.

AI as the Dynamic Frontier
of Computing
Many mark as the origin of serious thinking about AI the
famous Dartmouth summer workshop in 1956. John
McCarthy, Marvin Minsky, Nathaniel Rochester, and Claude
Shannon defined the project of creating AI in terms of
“making a machine behave in ways that would be called intelligent if a human were so behaving” (McCarthy et al. 1955, p.
11). In the subsequent decades, definitions for AI abounded
and Russell and Norvig (2009) summed up all of these definitions in an effort to create rational agents. More recent definitions emphasize different aspects of AI, such as its ability to
learn (Castelvecchi 2016), or its emulation capability: how it
is designed with the intention of mimicking human capabilities and skills (Brynjolfsson and Mitchell 2017). Still,
there is no singular, agreed-upon definition for AI.
This definitional ambiguity has been quite generative, leading
to all sorts of productive inquiry and technological advance-
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ment in a host of different areas over the decades (Stone et al.
2016). Concepts that carry an openness of meaning leave
their usage uncertain and create more fertile ground for alternative interpretation and speculation (Kaplan 2017), which
means more room to theorize flexibly about AI and how to
manage AI.
In this tradition, we conceive of AI as a process, rather than
a phenomenon in itself. We define AI as the frontier of computational advancements that references human intelligence
in addressing ever more complex decision-making problems.
In short, AI is whatever we are doing next in computing.
This definition emphasizes several points. First, it emphasizes
that AI is not a single, discernable thing—it is not a discrete
phenomenon or set of technologies. It is not a device, nor a
program, nor an algorithm. It is more of an idea, a concept
that represents a moving target of evolving phenomena rather
than a phenomenon in itself. AI is a frontier. Viewing AI as
a moving frontier is not necessarily a new idea. McCorduck
(2004, p. 453) highlighted the paradox in the history of AI
that when a problem is solved with AI, it is no longer considered AI:
Practical AI successes, computational programs that
actually achieved intelligent behavior, were soon
assimilated into whatever application domain they
were found to be useful, and became silent partners
alongside other problem-solving approaches, which
left AI researchers to deal only with the “failures,”
the tough nuts that couldn’t yet be cracked. Once in
use, successful AI systems were simply considered
valuable automatic helpers. MACSYMA, for example, created by MIT’s Joel Moses, building on
work by James Slagle, had originally been an AI
program designed to solve problems in symbolic
algebra. It became an indispensable workhorse for
scientists in many disciplines, but few people credited artificial intelligence for having borne and nurtured it. If you could see how it was done, people
seemed to think, then it couldn’t be intelligence—a
fancy that many people entertain to this day.
As this example illustrates, there is no stable referent for the
term AI. Rather, AI is a moving frontier of next-generation
advancements in computing. Today, most would not consider
early computer programs to be AI, although at that time they
were. A good example is Turing’s work on the machine that
broke the Enigma code. Although his machine performed
calculations that no single human can do, he did not consider
this to be “intelligence,” instead preferring to point to a future
of advanced digital computing and learning machines in pursuit of this ambiguous target of intelligence (Turing 1950).

Following World War II was the great boom in digital computing rooted in Turing’s work, along with von Neumann’s
architecture, cybernetics, and other foundations of artificial
intelligence and digital computing in general, all of which
culminated in a widespread commercialization of AI in the
early 1980s (McCorduck 2004). These technologies built on
rule-based algorithms dubbed “expert systems” (e.g., Lamberti and Wallace 1990; Yoon et al. 1995). The goal then was
to design IT that could represent domain knowledge and apply
specialized reasoning techniques to solve complex problems
(Gill 1995). Expert systems were widely considered a type of
AI then, but most would not consider them AI today.
Thus, AI is always the frontier of computational advancements that address ever more complex decision-making
problems. McCorduck (2004) suggests AI is made up of the
“tough nuts,” the next steps in computing that computer scientists are ironing out. Some even consider AI to be simply
“what AI researchers do” (Stone et al. 2016) at any point in
time, knowing that AI is always necessarily at the edge of our
current capabilities and a moving target. Once we are using
it in practice, it is no longer AI. At the present time, we often
reserve the term AI for machine learning algorithms based on
neural networks and data driven prediction. But this view will
no longer be satisfactory when the current class of machine
learning algorithms gives way to the next generation.
Second, our definition highlights how decision making is core
to understanding the role of AI in organizations (Metcalf et al.
2019; Shrestha et al. 2019). Simon (1960) described decision
making in terms of choice, or selection, among alternatives.
Computing supports decision-making through describing,
structuring, and transforming various kinds of information
(Denning 1989). How to go about making decisions with
computing has been a central, and at times controversial, idea
throughout the history of computing (Burton-Jones et al.
2017; Faulkner and Runde 2019; Kent 1978; Stamper 1971;
Suchman 1995; Turing 1950). Yet today, we face a turning
point. However controversial, AI is fundamentally about
making decisions autonomously. AI involves somehow
informing or automating some aspect of human decision
making, through computer programs that exhibit intelligence
of a sort, assuming intelligence involves successful goaldirected action (Russell 2019).
Past generations of AI involved rule-based decision making
(Turban and Watkins 1986), whereas current approaches to
AI involve predictive models that outperform humans (Agrawal et al. 2019), in some cases even outperforming human
crowds (Fu et al. 2021). Although at present, any particular
AI model may focus on relatively minor prediction decisions,
even such minor decisions can have outsized effects and
quickly compound with societal implications (Lindebaum et
al. 2020; Vimalkumar et al. 2021).
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Third, our definitional focus on decision making also explicitly invokes a relationship between AI and human behavior.
Early definitions of AI used humans as a standard for machine
intelligence (McCarthy et al. 1955; Turing 1950). Russell and
Norvig (2009), however, distinguished between thinking and
acting “rationally,” which they thought of as optimally,
versus “humanly,” which was not always rational and prone
to error. By their own framing of humanly in terms of a lessthan-ideal rationality, and also their own goal of creating
rational agents, they did not equate artificial intelligence with
computer-based approximations of human intelligence.
Nevertheless, these two notions of emulating or outperforming
humans remain presently at the center of discussions around
AI.
AI’s emulation capability (i.e., its ability to think humanly)
presents both managerial opportunities and challenges. On
the one hand, it has the potential to increase labor productivity
whose growth rate has slowed recently, to the worry of many
economics and government officials (Byrne et al. 2016). AI’s
ability of emulating human decision makers, however, has
limitations, especially with regard to innovation. For example, in their contribution to this special issue, Bowen Lou
and Lynn Wu, in “AI on Drugs: Can Artificial Intelligence
Accelerate Drug Development? Evidence from a Large-Scale
Examination of Bio-Pharma Firms,” find that AI is less helpful in generating disruptive drug innovations, but works well
to identify drug innovations of a medium-level of novelty.
On the other hand, AI’s emulation capability also raises concerns, such as security and ethics. Many of today’s cyber
security measures are built on technologies that distinguish
bot behavior from human behavior but AI’s emulation capability often allows hackers to avoid such detection. Through
emulation, AI also codifies human biases and errors. These
consequences are also the topic of papers in this special issue.
Mike Teodorescu, Lily Morse, Yazeed Awwad, and Gerald
Kane in their article “Failures of Fairness in Automation
Require a Deeper Understanding of Human–ML Augmentation,” propose using human augmentation to address AI
biases. Sarah Lebovitz, Natalia Levina, and Hila LifshitzAssaf, in “Is AI Ground Truth Really True? The Dangers of
Training and Evaluating AI Tools Based on Experts’ KnowWhat,” point out that the performance of AI is limited by the
way in which the underlying ground truth is constructed.
In terms of AI outperforming humans (i.e., its ability to think
rationally), doing so implies achieving a certain type highperformance, rational action that humans are not capable of
achieving (Russell and Norvig 2009). Rational action
involves logically and mathematically engineering optimal
decisions for specific objectives (Russell 1997). This sort of
rationality is what Weber (1978) termed zweckrational, an
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instrumental, means–end approach to problem solving, which
stands in contrast to wertrational, values-based reasoning.2
Instrumental rationality prioritizes the codifiable aspects of
organizational activity, particularly where there are clear,
quantifiably measurable goals.
Unboxing of the form of rationality in AI decision-making is
important. Scholars have long understood the difficulties of
reasoning in some objectively rational way about problems
(Poole et al. 1998), particularly when dealing with incomplete,
uncertain, or otherwise deficient information, or issues
involving tacit or unqualified knowledge (Luger 2009).
Recently, scholars have highlighted how AI is rooted in and
reinforces an intensely instrumental rationality, at the expense
of more value-oriented rationality (Lindebaum et al. 2020;
Raisch and Krakowski 2021). This is consistent with early
work on management information systems that pointed out
how information systems embody an instrumental rationality
that reflects managerial goals of efficiency and control
(Argyris 1971; Kling 1980; Zuboff 1998). IT have long been
associated with instrumental rationality. For example, expert
systems, earlier rule-based algorithms that helped with decision support, were focused on optimization for well-specified
efficiency and effectiveness outcomes (e.g., Turban and
Watkins 1986; Yoon et al. 1995). But AI involves a sort of
instrumental control that is different from traditional direction,
evaluation, and discipline because AI can be more comprehensive and interactive than previous generations of IT (Kellogg
et al. 2020). Some argue that certain implementations of AI
rooted in pattern recognition can get at tacit elements of
knowledge (Ilk et al. 2020). But as Lebovitz, Levina, and
Lifshitz-Assaf show, the codified “know what” instrumental
rationality of AI is not so readily separable from the “know
how” critical to knowledge work. In the end, AI inevitably
acts with reference to human intelligence—either emulating
humans, outperforming them, or underperforming them—
given the particular forms of rationality they embody.

Delineating the AI Frontier
Being at the frontier of computing marks AI as both the limit
and the most advanced achievement in computing at any point
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in time. By researching and applying AI, we constantly
explore what is possible in the future by taking available and
plausible actions in the here and now. Thus, AI is always
nascent, liminal, and emerging. By departing from the computing practices of the past, AI constantly redefines the
frontier of computing. As soon as a new form of AI computing emerges, it no longer marks the frontier; over time, it
becomes simply computing. AI is thus a fluid, fleeting, and
temporary phenomenon. Managing AI, therefore, means
managing ever-changing technology in time and over time.
Management of AI can never be finished, instead “managing
AI” is a constant process of emergence and performativity.
In that sense, AI as a frontier always reifies its own boundaries. This is most evident in the evolution of the dimensions
performance and scope. The performance dimension of the
AI frontier is the ever-improving execution of tasks to which
AI is applied. It is tied not only to algorithmic advancement,
but also advancement in raw processing performance (National Research Council 2011). This computing performance is
directly responsible for the recent ability of machine learning
algorithms to tackle complex problems in a variety of
domains, including medicine (Topol 2019), engineering
(Correa-Baena et al. 2018), or gaming (Schaeffer and van den
Herik 2002). Thus, the increased performance of AI technologies is accompanied by an increase in the scope of AI.
The scope dimension of the AI frontier refers to the everexpanding range of contexts to which AI is applied. Tasks
that involve AI are becoming increasingly ubiquitous and with
this ubiquity comes complexity (Benbya et al. 2020). Much
like the technological inventions that have fostered advances
in the symbolic and computational logic underpinning AI, the
context of the decision-making problems in which they are
developed, applied, and used has advanced in a truly
astonishing fashion since the advent of computing in the
second half of the 20th century. No longer are AI confined to
decision-making problems that reside within organizational
containers (Winter et al. 2014); they permeate most if not all
aspects of the human experience (Yoo 2010), already well
beyond work alone. AI, in different forms and versions, are
filling every inhabited corner of the earth, including the polar
regions (British Antarctic Survey 2021). We use AI at work
just as much as when we select movies to stream, control the
temperature of our houses, or search for internet content
(Benbya et al. 2020). Complexity is salient to AI because the
digital technologies AI involves are communicable and editable (Lyytinen and King 2006; Yoo 2010) and the context of
decisions that are solved through or with AI has shifted and
expanded dramatically (Avgerou 2019; Benbya et al. 2020).
As the frontier of computational advancements that solve ever
more complex decision-making problems, contemporary

forms of AI differ qualitatively from previous generations in
three general, interrelated facets that impact managers when
they need to deal with the present frontiers of AI: their autonomy, learning, and inscrutability (Baird and Maruping 2021;
Glikson and Woolley 2020; Kellogg et al. 2020; Lyytinen et al.
2021; Rahwan et al. 2019). We summarize these in Table 1
and discuss them below.
Autonomy. Contemporary forms of AI have an increasing
capacity to act on their own, without human intervention
(Baird and Maruping 2021). AI make autonomous decisions
and act in the world in a way that has material outcomes—
often not only without human intervention, but also without
human knowledge (Möhlmann et al. 2021; Murray et al. 2021).
Examples have grown at an astonishing rate: softwarecontrolled vehicles that drive autonomously (Frazzoli et al.
2002), robo-advisor software that automatically rebalances
investments (Lee and Shin, 2018), and AI underwriters that
have sovereignty to process loans (Markus 2017) are
increasingly the norm, no longer the exception.
Learning. The ability to inductively improve automatically
through data and experience has been a central concept in AI
since the beginning (Solomonoff 1964; Turing 1950). While
basic problems in supervised and unsupervised learning are
now well-understood, other large-scale advances, such as deep
or reinforcement learning (LeCun et al. 2015; Sutton and Barto
2018), have only recently been made possible through the
availability of big data (Chen et al. 2012; Kitchin 2014). The
newfound abilities for learning have enabled AI to make
inroads into much more complex decision-making settings,
including those that involve audio, speech, and object recognition, or natural language processing.
Inscrutability. With advances in autonomy and learning, contemporary AI also increasingly spawns the ability to generate
algorithmic models and outputs that are intelligible only to a
select audience while remaining opaque to others, or, in some
cases, not intelligible to humans at all. Not only have the algorithms involved in yielding autonomy and learning increased
in intricacy, the settings in which AI is being applied also
exploded in variety and complexity. Together, these developments have fueled several challenges that are presently
being discussed under terms such as the black-box problem
(Castelvecchi 2016), explainable AI (Barredo Arrieta et al.
2020), AI accountability (Martin 2019b), or algorithm tractability (Gunning et al. 2019).
In sum, our perspective on AI as the frontier of computing
involves considering three interdependent facets of AI, autonomy, learning, and inscrutability, which feed into each other.
Learning contributes to, and results from, autonomy. Both
autonomy and learning result in inscrutability. Any consequences of AI are shaped by how autonomy, learning, and
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Table 1. Key Concepts of AI
Concept

Definition
The frontier of computational advancements that references human intelligence in addressing
Artificial Intelligence
ever more complex decision-making problems
Dimensions of the AI Frontier
Performance frontier
The ever-improving execution of tasks to which AI is applied
Scope frontier
The ever-expanding range of contexts to which AI is applied
Facets of AI
Autonomy
Acting without human intervention
Learning
Improving through data and experience
Inscrutability
Being unintelligible to specific audiences

Figure 1. The Frontiers of AI

inscrutability are managed. The challenge is to manage AI as
a moving frontier of both increasing performance and
increasing scope, with ever-increasing levels of learning,
autonomy, and inscrutability (Figure 1). Next we discuss
some issues around managing each of these facets of AI.

Managing the AI Frontier
Management involves communicating, leading, coordinating
and controlling the tasks of others in an organization, and
decision making is a key activity of managers (Drucker 2008).
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From one perspective, management is, at its core, essentially
about decision making (Simon 1960). Managers make impactful strategic decisions in organizations, as well as small
task-level decisions. These decisions can be fairly routine and
predictable, or they can be more complex, value-laden choices
among alternatives made under a great deal of uncertainty.
Simon (1960) refers to these as programmable and nonprogrammable decisions, respectively. AI, as a frontier of
decision making that is continually evolving in terms of performance and scope, is continually automating or informing
the decisions of managers, first, those that are programmable,
but increasingly, also those that appear non-programmable.
But this situation does not mean that the management profes-
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sion is on its way out, merely that the role of managers is
changing. Just as AI requires that the role of product
designers and engineers must be updated to work in conjunction with the new capabilities brought to bear by AI
(Seidel et al. 2019), so, too, must managers adapt their roles
with ever new AI technologies. They need to make decisions
with the technology and about the technology. Managers
need to be informed and understand the relevant facets of AI
technologies. Next we reflect on managerial issues around
each of the facets of AI that we propose: autonomy, learning,
and inscrutability.

Managing Autonomy
Traditionally, managing IT has been driven by the desire to
drive positive outcomes through automating and informating
(Zuboff 1985). IT is used to automate work by computing
codifiable elements of human processes and removing the
need for human effort for largely repetitive tasks. At the same
time, IT reduces human error and integrates and standardizes
the work while driving greater control. IT informates work by
helping humans with decisions through all sorts of approaches
described in terms of decision support, business intelligence,
and big data analytics.
The same pattern can be observed with AI. AI essentially
helps automate and informate in new ways (Benbya et al.
2020). One could argue that managers delegate an everincreasing set of decisions and related tasks to IT. As these
technologies become more powerful, managers delegate more
to them. What marks a difference in recent waves of AI technologies, however, is that AI technologies increasingly
process information that was not necessarily directly delegated by humans. They are truly “autonomous agents” (Baird
and Maruping 2021) that do not merely automate and informate what is given to them by humans. In the past, autonomy
of AI was human-bracketed, where humans delegated, monitored, and controlled the technologies (Lyytinen et al. 2021).
Past decision support systems processed data so that humans
did not have to do it, but they did that processing in a way that
humans dictated. Similarly, past automation systems automated tasks, often cognitive, formerly accomplished by
humans, but they did it in the way that humans explicitly programmed them. But now, newer and newer waves of autonomous agents automate and informate tasks in ways that are
not necessarily delegated or dictated by humans, but in new
and surprising ways, often driven by their own abilities to
control information and make decisions from their own
volition, in a sense. Their autonomy is increasingly generative (Seidel and Berente 2020). Apple’s Siri, IBM’s Watson,
and Google’s Waymo, for example, routinely make autonomous or semi-autonomous decisions, and they do so in

increasing numbers of domains. These and other new autonomous agents are generating and executing decisions, not
simply implementing the plans of the humans (Seidel and
Berente 2020; Zhang et al. 2021). This generativity must be
considered a form of agency on the part of the technology that
goes well beyond the generativity of information technologies
in the past. In this special issue, Lou and Wu provide an
exemplar. They show how AI aids drug development because
of the technology’s capacity to facilitate recombination for
certain types of drug candidates, a key generative skill
(Holmström 2018).
Moreover, as AI technologies become more autonomous, the
interactions between humans, AI, and with each other, take on
a variety of different configurations. On the one hand, people
delegate to autonomous agents in a variety of ways including
as reflexive, supervisory, anticipatory, and prescriptive agents
(Baird and Maruping 2021). On the other hand, autonomous
agents also direct, evaluate, and control humans (Kellogg et
al. 2020; Möhlmann et al. 2021). Murray et al. (2021) refer
to this in terms of different types of “conjoined agency,”
which involves a variety of different configurations depending
on whether the human or the algorithm selects the actions or
develops the protocols for the activity. Different organizational level approaches for dealing with different forms of
conjoined agency exist that appreciate the unique contributions of AI and humans side-by-side (Lyytinen et al. 2021;
Shrestha et al. 2019).
The key issue associated with thinking through the different
interactions between autonomous agents and humans involve
understanding their respective strengths. Historically, technologies were often better suited to problem solving, particularly for well-understood problems, whereas humans were
necessary for tasks associated with problem formulation,
intractability, and complexity (Licklider 1960; Simon 1996;
Wiener 1960). However, this balance has started to shift
(Russell 2019; von Krogh 2018). Autonomous agents are
increasingly acting in ways that resemble those of knowledge
workers (Faraj et al. 2018). The stark division between what
humans and what machines should do is blurring. For example, autonomous AI tools are being used to generate all
sorts of designs in ways that were formerly manually intensive
design tasks (Seidel et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2021). In these
cases, AI technologies do not eliminate the need for designers,
but instead change the tasks that designers must do to include
cycles of monitoring, parameterizing, and adjustment, and of
execution (Seidel et al. 2019). As AI tools do more of the
creative part of knowledge work, humans do the integrative
sensemaking (Verganti et al. 2020). These knowledge
workers adapt their identities to their roles in relation to
autonomous agents (Strich et al. 2020). Also, knowledge
workers may decouple their activity from the interaction with
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the algorithms to preserve their unique knowledge in the face
of algorithmic expectations (Pachidi et al. 2020).
The exact form of the autonomy and agency can also have
implications on how humans interact with each other in a
variety of ways. Bots in online communities, for example, can
shape the discourse among humans (de Lima Salge et al.
2021) or manage collaborative work practices (Hukal et al.
2019). Autonomous AI agents of all sorts exist that exhibit
varying levels of human characteristics and influence all sorts
of human reactions and interactions (Glikson and Woolley
2020; Qiu and Benbasat 2009; Traeger et al. 2020).
The interaction between humans and autonomous AI is
perhaps the key managerial issue of our time. It has historically been put in terms of “augmentation” (e.g., Lindebaum et
al. 2020), but key issues with augmentation remain. In this
special issue, Teodorescu and his colleagues argue that the
augmentation issue should be understood in terms of the
fairness challenges that different augmentation strategies
produce. But one could also argue that the computational
advantages of AI, which allow them to incorporate more
variables relating to a fairness problem than a human ever
could consider, should also tilt the responsibility of making
“fair” decisions more squarely into the hands of algorithms.
As this example demonstrates, augmentation generates several
thorny managerial challenges. For example, firms often invest
in AI for codifiable, repeatable tasks (Lacity and Willcocks
2016; van der Aalst et al. 2018). However, most management
tasks are not easily codifiable, so automation is inherently
limited, which creates the need for augmentation. Augmentation, on the other hand, can be automated so augmentation
could lead to automation over time (Raisch and Krakowski
2021).
Another issue of reliance on augmentation could be negative
dependency effects. As people increasingly rely on AI to
augment their tasks and decisions, they become increasingly
dependent on autonomous tools, particularly as tasks become
more difficult (Bogert et al. 2021), which can have detrimental consequences. In this special issue, for example, Andreas
Fügener, Jörn Grahl, Alok Gupta, and Wolfgang Ketter, in
their article “Will Humans-in-the-Loop Become Borgs?
Merits and Pitfalls of Working with AI,” demonstrate how
unique human knowledge decreases when humans start interacting with AI in group decision environments, potentially
undermining the effectiveness of the human–AI collaboration.
This is consistent with the learned helplessness expected by
some scholars as people grow dependent on AI (Lindebaum
et al. 2020). As the frontier of machine autonomy expands,
do humans lose their autonomy and their ability to effectively
augment those machines? How should managers deal with
this tension between automation and augmentation?
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Managing Learning
The second facet of AI that pushes the frontier is learning.
Learning has been a central issue since the inception of AI
(Turing 1950). However, in the past, AI learning was limited
by human data analysis, available data, corporate boundaries,
and computing performance. Previous generations of AI
technologies, such as those used in decision support and
expert systems, primarily relied on proprietary corporate data
structured, pre-processed, and inputted by human analysts
(Gill 1995). AI learning has also always been hampered by
the frame problem: managers always needed to understand
how AI trained on some proprietary existing data may not
generalize to the data they are trying to predict (Salovaara et
al. 2019).
At least two key managerial issues are currently associated
with AI learning. First, with the widespread availability of
digital trace data, AI technologies no longer only learn from
proprietary data sets, but instead, feed on all kinds of data,
both within and beyond organizational containers (Winter et
al. 2014). This brings up managerial issues, such as privacy
(Rai 2020) and trust (Glikson and Woolley 2020), as well as
legal and data guardianship issues concerning intellectual
property rights ownership, security, and governance. As the
availability of data burgeons beyond organizational bounds,
the information used for AI learning also moves from being
explicitly codified by humans to the general patterns associated with tacit knowledge. Some argue that pattern
matching from machine learning can capture a particular form
of tacit knowledge (Ilk et al. 2020). Whether or not this is the
case, understanding the relationship between tacit knowledge
and machine learning is certainly an important frontier for
managers to consider (Hadjimichael and Tsoukas 2019). By
having the ability to design AI that can process large volumes
of data and generate its own codified knowledge and rules, we
hit upon new limitations. When knowledge is generated by
AI, unintended consequences regarding bias, algorithmic
fairness, and value-agnostic decisions become more salient
and troublesome (Fu et al. 2021). Solutions to these issues
could involve approaches, such as oversight and augmentation, as argued by Teodorescu and his colleagues in this
special issue. But a more likely scenario is that technical
solutions alone are not enough, and neither is augmentation
alone (Abbasi et al. 2018). Augmentation cannot be a static
process. Those looking to manage AI need to develop and
maintain mental models of the AI model, and continually
learn about how AI act given different inputs and parameters
(Seidel et al. 2019).
Second, technologically, the substantial progress in software
and hardware technology for basic operations, such as
sensing, recognition, or data storage and processing, have al-
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lowed the learning capacity of AI to evolve from basic
approaches for inductive learning to large-scale approaches,
such as deep, reinforcement, or adversarial learning. As
quantum technologies come online, this learning will be
accelerated further in an even more dramatic fashion
(MacQuarrie et al. 2020). What is common to these new approaches to learning made available by required technologies
essentially becoming ubiquitous and cheap is that they involve
human oversight less and less, essentially removing human
mediation from many domains (Tegmark 2017).
Issues with the management of learning are also central
themes in papers included in this special issue. For example,
Elmira van den Broek, Anastasia Sergeeva, and Marleen
Huysman, in their article “When the Machine Meets the
Expert: An Ethnography of Developing AI for Hiring,”
examine the tensions that surface when AI learns “truth” both
from data and domain experts. Timo Sturm, Jin Gerlach,
Luisa Pumplun, Neda Mesbah, Felix Peters, Christoph
Tauchert, Ning Nan, and Peter Buxmann, in “Coordinating
Human and Machine Learning for Effective Organizational
Learning,” explore through a simulation how AI and humans
can collectively contribute to organizational learning, and how
learning effectiveness can be optimized under certain conditions. Both studies demonstrate how managing AI implies
reflexivity of learning in terms of deliberation, correction, and
adjustment of both AI and human elements.

performance, and help a firm achieve goals (Sviokla 1990).
But data used by AI moved outside the bounds of traditional
organizations, and new learning algorithms are applied that
rely less on pre-coded rules, human oversight, or supervision.
Thus, learning has moved from being deterministic to probabilistic, and inscrutability of AI has taken on new, qualitatively different dimensions of meaning. Inscrutability now
carries at least four interdependent emphases (see Vimalkumar et al. 2021) that move from the algorithm to the human:
opacity, transparency, explainability, and interpretability.
Structuring them as a continuum highlights different aspects
of the inscrutability of algorithmic decisions:
•

Opacity refers to the lack of visibility into an algorithm.
Opacity is a property of the algorithm and describes the
amount of information that can possibly be scrutinized.
For example, one opacity issue in machine learning is
that the logic of some advanced algorithms is simply not
accessible, even to the developers of those algorithms
(Knight 2017).

•

Transparency refers to the openness or willingness to
disclose on the part of the owners of the algorithm, and
the amount that those owners wish to disclose or occlude.
Transparency implies disclosure and is, thus, a strategic
management issue (Granados et al. 2010) predicated on
the desire for secrecy (Vimalkumar et al. 2021).

•

Explainability refers to an algorithm’s ability to be codified and understood at least by some party (Gregor and
Benbasat 1999). Explainability is, thus, a property of an
algorithm. Typically, explanation has a purpose and that
purpose has a domain that has established language.
Adequate explanation in the domain language indicates
explainability (Kovalerchuk et al. 2021).

•

Interpretability refers to the understandability and sensemaking on the part of particular humans. Interpretability
highlights the interpreter, not the algorithm. If a particular person can understand what the algorithm is doing,
then it is adequately interpretable for that person, but
perhaps not for another. Interpretability is dependent on
the learning styles and literacy of the human (Vimalkumar et al. 2021). For example, some people are visual
learners, and benefit more from visual explanations, thus,
interpretability for them would depend on visualizations
(Kovalerchuk et al. 2021).

Managing Inscrutability
As AI learns more and more and becomes increasingly autonomous, it also grows more inscrutable. By inscrutability, we
refer to deficiencies in the intelligibility of AI procedures and
outputs in relation to a specific party (Asatiani et al. 2021;
Martin 2019b; Samek et al. 2019). The ability to scrutinize,
explain, and understand algorithmic activity is critical in
establishing trust and accountability in AI (Martin 2019a; Rai
et al. 2019). But inscrutability is difficult to assess, because
although AI may be intelligible to some, it may not be intelligible to all. Human understanding has different levels of
granularity and abstraction and this varies with different purposes. A satisfactory understanding of algorithmic behavior
at a general level of abstraction for one purpose may not be
adequate for another purpose (Andrulis et al. 2020). This
highlights the need to manage human understanding of algorithmic activity with an eye toward the level of that understanding, as well as its purpose.
The original frontiers of AI were determined through deterministic, explicit logic coded into technology. Intelligent
expert systems, for example, were rule-based and their use
could cut costs, increase financial returns, improve task

Regardless of the emphasis, inscrutability is a managerial
issue because organizational responsibility is different for
different types of AI algorithms and it is critical for managers
to understand issues with liability, accountability, culpability,
and fiduciary responsibility that their decisions imply (Martin
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2019b). When AI is black-boxed, often ethical implications
arise (Faraj et al. 2018; Martin 2019a) because making decisions in such a situation requires organizations to rely on
approaches such as “envelopment” (Asatiani et al. 2021).
Dealing with opacity, transparency, explainability, and interpretability in some form will thus be key to addressing many
ethical issues associated with AI (Fjeld et al. 2020; Floridi et
al. 2018; Perrault et al. 2019).
Issues with inscrutability also feature in the papers in this
special issue. Lebovitz, Levina, and Lifshitz-Assaf, for
example, demonstrate the difficulties managers faced when
trying to evaluate the performance of machine-learning based
AI tools vis-à-vis established performance metrics of human
agents until they realized that fundamentally different knowledge (know-what versus know-how) was captured to train the
AI tools. A second example is the study by Jingyu Li, Mengxiang Li, Xincheng Wang, and Jason Bennett Thatcher,
“Strategic Directions for AI: The Role of CIOs and Boards
of Directors,” which asserts the importance of having AI and
R&D experience available in member of firms’ upper echelons when making strategic decisions about AI. These authors
find that boards must contain at least some ability to scrutinize
AI technologies to be able to assess their strategic impact.
To sum up, Table 2 clarifies original and contemporary frontiers that managing AI involves, and shows one way to
organize the contributions from this special issue. It also
draws attention to issues that cut across the different facets,
such as ethics in AI (see Jobin et al. 2019), because they may
invoke legal and regulatory issues (see Smuha 2021). We
also list one example of a possible future frontier for each
dimension that could potentially bear relevance to managing
AI in the not-so-distant future. We discuss these next.

Future Frontiers in Managing AI
In this section, we outline four examples, one for each facet of
AI and one that cuts across these facets, for research questions
that potentially characterize the future frontiers of AI. We
have no scientific evidence on their future relevance or
importance; they merely characterize directions that we find
potentially “interesting” (Davis 1971) when contemplating the
future of managing AI.

A Future Frontier in Managing
Autonomy: AI and Physicality
One future frontier involves how we deal with physical,
tangible material that exists only in relation with AI. We
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already put much emphasis on the mutual constitution of our
reality through the assemblages of human agents and technologies (Leonardi 2013; Orlikowski and Scott 2008) and
how material matters of our lives now originate in the digital
realm (i.e., “digital-first,” Baskerville et al. 2020; Recker et
al. 2021). Still, one tacit assumption in this line of thinking
remains: that physical, tangible constructions remain humanmastered (Zhang et al. 2021) or at least human-imbricated
(Leonardi 2011). But AI, in combination with advances in
sensor and actuator technology, carries the potential to
autonomously construct and enact physical and tangible matters in our lived experiences. We already witness glimpses
into what is possible. AI has long begun to take an autonomous, active role in constructing material aspects of reality
in digital design environments such as video games (Seidel et
al. 2020). But AI-enacted materiality does not stop at the
digital-only frontier; AI is increasingly also used for engineering physical matters, from semiconductors (Zhang et al.
2021), to cars (Noor 2017), and pizzas (Wiggers 2018), in
increasingly autonomous ways. Manufacturing technologies
such as three-dimensional printing and fabrication labs are
becoming ever-more powerful and inexpensive, democratizing
the manufacturing process (Gershenfeld et al. 2017).
Increasingly autonomous physical robots have already started
to impact organizational practices involving delicate physical
actions, such as surgery, and humans have adapted to this
physical automation (Barrett et al. 2012; Sergeeva et al.
2020). Robotics combined with material fabrication and other
forms of autonomous physical agency, promise a panoply of
future possibilities for how autonomous agents will shape the
future (Tegmark 2017). These developments carry several
managerial implications, for example, in designing the
changing role of human workers as they no longer control but
instead collaborate with AI technologies (Zhang et al. 2021).
We also need to consider how organizational processes in
engineering, construction, and logistics, can best be managed
when the routines are not solely carried out by human actors
alone.

A Future Frontier in Managing Learning:
Adversarial Learning
As more and more autonomous AI technologies come into
existence, we will also see a shift toward different forms of AI
learning beyond machine and deep learning. For example,
several kinds of new algorithms rooted in adversarial
approaches to learning exist already today. Generative adversarial networks (Goodfellow et al. 2014), for example, involve
two neural networks that make up a generator and a discriminator that function as adversaries. On an intuitive level, the
generator constructs some conceptualization, such as a particular distribution, from streams of data, and the discrimin-
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Table 2. Original, Contemporary, and Potential Future Frontiers in Managing AI

Facets of AI
Autonomy

Learning

Original
Frontiers

Contemporary
Frontiers

Humanbracketed AI
affordances for
automating and
informating

Generative
agency of AI

Structured
proprietary
datasets

Large-scale trace
data

Human-driven
data analysis

Conjoined agency
between humans
and AI

Humanunmediated
analysis

Papers in the Special Issue that
Explore the Frontiers
Lou and Wu: The performance of
AI for innovation is limited by
creativity and novelty.

Examples of a
Future Frontier

Example of a
Cross-Cutting
Future Frontier

AI and physicality

Teodorescu, Mores, Awwad, and
Kane: Augmentation strategies
bring forth different fairness and
bias issues.
van den Broek, Sergeeva, and
Huysman: AI and humans need
to engage in mutual learning.

Adversarial learning

Fügener, Grahl, Gupta, and
Ketter: In human–AI interaction
settings, performance tradeoffs
between individual and collective
performance must be managed.

Ethical
Issues

Sturm, Gerlac, Pumplun, Mesbah,
Peters, Tauchert, Nan, and
Buxmann: AI learning requires
careful human adjustment to be
effective under certain conditions.
Inscrutability

Explicit
deterministic
logic

Opaque and
probabilistic
algorithmic logic

Manually
generated
reasoning

Self-evolving,
genetic deep
learning
algorithms

Li, Li, Wang, and Thatcher: Top
management boards require
sufficient diversity and experience
to be able to scrutinize the
strategic potential of AI.

Social context and
interpretability

Lebovitz, Levina, and LifshitzAssaf: Evaluating AI hinges on an
understanding of know-what
versus know-how.

ator tests these constructions. Such approaches can identify
patterns in large datasets and subject these patterns to evaluation. Currently, these and other kinds of adversarial learning
are being used primarily to defend systems from various sorts
of attacks. However, applications beyond security are beginning to emerge in domains as diverse as medical imaging
(Özdenizci et al. 2020), recommender systems (Ren et al.
2020), and video game design (Seidel et al. 2020). As these
examples show, advances to adversarial learning are accelerating the development and testing of AI applications. One can
imagine a future, perhaps powered through quantum computing, where even more development work builds on
adversarial learning. This would have several managerial
implications. For example, constructing systems featuring AI
building adversarial learning likely invokes a departure from
established approaches to leading, coordinating, and con-

trolling the development of systems. As van den Broek,
Sergeeva, and Huysman demonstrate in this special issue,
developing systems that feature AI already involves making
decisions about a range of complex issues revolving around
learning from data and human experts. This situation will
likely be even more different with systems involving adversarial learning.

A Future Frontier in Managing Inscrutability:
Social Context and Interpretability
Inscrutability is a multidimensional and complex issue.
Whether one can explain, interpret, or understand AI
decisions depends on the algorithm and its opacity and
explainability, as well as the transparency decisions, and
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interpretations of humans. But the human side of explanations, the transparency and interpretability of AI decisions, is
not only cognitive, but also social (Malle 2004), which has
largely been overlooked in much of the literature. Explainable and interpretable AI has largely been treated as a
computational problem, a cognitive problem, or both, but not
a social problem (Miller 2019). Yet, AI does not come with
“universal rules for interpretation” (Suchman 1987, p. 64)
and interpretation is always situated within a social context.
Interpreters will draw on the social context and generate
understanding in a way that maintains coherence with that
context. One might consider existing cognitive and computational approaches to inscrutability as consistent with what
Boland and Tenkasi (1995) referred to in terms of a “conduit
model.” In highly structured communities with wellestablished interpretive schemes, the conduit model of sense
making is useful. However, when diverse knowledge communities need to communicate, establishing some shared
understanding is difficult and requires significant reflection on
language and assumptions, as well as a great deal of social
interaction among communities (Boland and Tenkasi 1995).
AI inscrutability is just such an issue that necessarily involves
traversing diverse knowledge communities, and the social
context must be taken into consideration. Understanding how
the shared narratives in different social contexts shape the way
AI is interpreted, and what stands for a legitimate, appropriate, and adequate interpretation, in that context is critically
important for managers to understand.

A Future Frontier That Cuts Across
All Facets of AI: Ethical Issues
Of course, many important managerial issues do not fall
neatly into the different facets of AI we described. Autonomy, learning, and inscrutability are interrelated and depend
on each other. The frontier of AI moves through the constant
interaction and enforcement of each facet through the others.
Therefore, much of the future of AI will involve managing
issues that span these frontiers. The prime example of such a
cross-cutting frontier that is emerging at present are ethical
issues surrounding AI. Ethics has now for some time been an
important part of management, but the intersection of AI
technologies and ethics has taken front-stage only in recent
years. This is precisely because of the developments in autonomy, learning, and inscrutability that we describe. A host of
thorny ethical issues accompany recent waves of AI technologies.
One example of an ethical issue involves concerns over
automation. From one perspective, AI technologies are
simply another automation technology impacting the workforce (e.g., Davenport and Kirby 2015). Scholars have long
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been apprehensive about the issues around automation and the
workforce. Any new frontier of automation has brought forth
fears of deskilling and labor substitution (e.g., Brynjolfsson
and Mitchell 2017; Chernowitz 1958; Hirschheim 1986), but
as Schumpeter (1934) and others have shown, with growth in
the economy and aggregate demand, worst case scenarios
typically do not play out. This is, in part, because human
insatiability reigns supreme and new combinations always
require more labor and greater skills in the workforce (Smith
2015). But perhaps AI is different. In the past, machines
replaced physical work, but the new set of AI technologies
increasingly replace “mental functions,” which makes them
markedly different (Leontief 1983). Perhaps it is true that, at
some point, intelligent machines will displace humans and be
able to handle the related growth without adding to the workforce, particularly given the increased involvement around
physical construction that we mentioned above. Such a
scenario could have dramatic implications on the workforce,
but it is also possible that, while some work is indeed vulnerable to AI automation, many jobs remain resistant (Frey and
Osborne 2017). It is not clear yet how managers should
address deskilling associated with AI and labor substitution,
but it is clear that workforce issues remain a major ethical
frontier of AI.
Another major ethical issue is that of data privacy. On the
one hand, personal data privacy is important and managers
need to navigate the issues around their customer and employee data, as well as institutional requirements. On the
other hand, there is greater pressure for widespread surveillance, often for important societal concerns such as public
health or violent crime. In the past, there was widespread
skepticism of surveillance programs, even for benevolent
purposes, such as public health (Bayer and Fairchild 2000).
But in recent years the debate has become more complex, with
a variety of different perspectives that draw on different
ethical standards and address both technological and nontechnological aspects of the issue (Angst 2009; Sweeney
2020). Little guidance is provided for managers through
existing research beyond simply complying, but compliance
is likely not enough. Management research needs to combine
knowledge about technical elements with a grounding in
ethical philosophy, law, and information systems (Martin
2016), to begin understanding the issue of privacy in the
emerging world of AI.
There are a variety of other ethical issues associated with AI,
including fairness, justice, discrimination, and bias (Fjeld et
al. 2020; Floridi et al. 2018), as well as accompanying legal
aspects of culpability, accountability, regulation, and responsibility (de Lima Salge and Berente 2017; Martin 2019b;
Smuha 2021). The issue of how to regulate deep fakes alone
promises to be an incredibly complex frontier (e.g., Johnson
and Diakopoulos 2021).
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Just as the industrial age ushered in an era of unprecedented
benefits to society, management continues to deal with unintended side effects of industrialization in areas ranging from
sustainability and workforce issues to human rights. It is now
imperative to proactively address issues around AI and ethics.
Given the current pace of investment in AI worldwide,
managers will not have decades or centuries to catch up.
Managers need to understand effective, ethical, and responsible approaches to the communication, leadership, coordination, and control of AI soon—before it spirals out of their
grasp. Managers cannot wait until the future unfolds to understand this emerging and powerful phenomenon. Today’s
managers need to be actively engaged in shaping the trajectory of AI and its consequences. It is imperative that
managers lead the development, application, and governance
of artificial intelligence in ways that preserve and generate
value.

Conclusion
The objective we pursued with our special issue has been to
encourage a shift in the scholarly conversation around AI.
The breathtaking array of possibilities and requirements for
managing AI are presenting the information systems field with
a potential golden age for demonstrating the value of sociotechnical thinking. It is hard to image how to think about
managing AI without taking into account both social and
technical components, as well as the interaction between both
(Beath et al. 2013; Lee 2001); but with this opportunity comes
expectation. The information systems field, with our sociotechnical tradition (Sarker et al. 2019; Winter et al. 2014), can
proactively inform other fields, including both management
and computer science, about the phenomena, problems, and
solutions to managing AI that reside at the intersection of
social and technological views. Thus, we encourage the pursuit of new ideas around this interesting AI phenomena,
rooted in the cumulative knowledge of the human and technical elements in managing information systems (Lee 1999;
Sarker et al. 2019). Because of the focus on addressing both
the social and the technical, the information systems field is
well positioned to become the reference discipline for
managing AI.
Our experience in managing this special issue was also that
traditional assumptions about disciplinary traditions have
begun to fade into the background, in many ways becoming
obsolete (Rai 2018). As the exemplars included in this
special issue demonstrate, managing AI phenomena lend
themselves to the entire variety of disciplinary approaches,
from observational and interpretive research, to interventionist
and experimental studies, as well as econometric analyses.

In reflecting upon the process of this special issue, much of
what we did as editors involved sitting in front of our computers, coffee in hand, and debating the rigor and contribution
potential of the papers crafted by the vast array of excellent IS
scholars that submitted their work. In this way, our process of
handling the special issue was no different than any other
review process—but it could have easily been. Reviewing
papers for methodological rigor and theoretical contribution
may have long been the privilege and responsibility of a select
few individuals, but AI technologies are already changing
how the review process unfolds (Heaven 2018). Even our
decision to drink coffee is already being influenced by AIpowered research on the nutritious effects, good and bad, of
coffee consumption (Tingley 2021). And while both of these
examples seem funny or perhaps even trivial at first sight, our
own research community already is, and will continue to be,
impacted by AI as the frontier of computing. It is important
that we focus on both the opportunities and challenges that
flow from our discipline’s placement at the intersection
between the ever-evolving frontier of computing and its
relationships to business and society, and continuously reflect
about how our own norms, processes, outputs, and “ground
truth” may be challenged in terms of autonomy, learning, and
inscrutability.
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